We solved ragging problems for City of Gulf Breeze

FLORIDA

PROBLEMS PRE-DERAGGER
• Pumps were clogging on average 1 or 2 times per month.
• Risk to staff from needles / sharps from neighboring medical facility.

SOLUTION
• DERAGGER™s installed Spring 2017.
• Real Time Pump Protection™ used to detect rags and run clean cycle.

BENEFITS
• Complete reduction in ragging, not had to pull a pump in almost 12 months.
• Reduction in associated manpower and costs.

CLOG REDUCTION:
Once or twice every month down to Zero.

“We were pulling the pumps once or twice a month, removing heavy rags and syringes from the neighboring medical facility. Since installing the DERAGGER almost a year ago we haven’t had to pull the pumps ever again.”
Dereck Williams, City of Gulf Breeze

Energy and cost saving calculations are as reported by City of Gulf Breeze.